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2021 Gathering
of the Faithful

Four speedsters displayed under the cypress trees on Lake Harris at the 2021 Gathering of the Faithful held at Mission Inn
in Howey-in-the-Hills, Florida on Feb. 27.
photo by Jack Stenner
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President’s Message
by Paul Raben

Getting the 356 ready for “The Gathering of
the Faithful”
The Club just came off a very successful GoF
as the members who attended will attest to.
We all owe a big thank you to Peter Bartelli,
Glen and Mary Getchell, Gerry Curts, Jan and
John Reker, and Robin Hoffman. And thanks
to all of the attendees without whom there
would be no event. Janis Croft posted a link on our website that
will take you to the photos our resident photographer, Robin
Hoffman, took so please take a look. We had our Annual Meeting
on the Sunday morning after the GoF and introduced two new
members to the team: Terry Cohen as Vice President and Peggy
Raben as Treasurer. Thank you to Bill Cooper, our past Trustee/
Treasurer. Peggy extends the offer to discuss any financial
matters pertaining to the Club to all members.

So that was the learning experience before the drive that I have
now added to my knowledge base and won’t have to do again
for a while. I like events like the GOF because there is a wealth
of knowledge for the asking just by listening and talking to the
members that are long time owners. And you learn some simple
tricks that you aren’t even aware of such as the advice from Chip
as to where the oil temp thermometer I had with me can be
stored in the engine bay. This simple bit of information was the
best thing of the day. The thermometer slips into the oil filter
canister bracket, who knew?!
The point to this is that we all have to pass on this knowledge
and experience because we are getting older and it is going to
eventually get harder to find someone to work on these cars and
the next group of 356 owners will most likely need guidance.
So we should help anyone any time whenever we can. I am
going to steal a line from my old VW book, “The type of life
your car contains differs from yours by time scale, logic level
and conceptual anomalies but is “Life” nonetheless. “It’s Karma
depends on your desire to make and keep it ALIVE!” You can tell
this book was written in 1969 but I like it.

There is always something to be learned at an event like GOF
either before or during. The before part came when I decided to
replace the disc brake pads on all four wheels.
I have found there are three ways to approach 356 ownership
and maintenance:
1. Read as many repair books and forums about the 356 and how
to facilitate a repair. (Skip the forums where people argue about
silly stuff.)
2. Remember as much as you can when it comes to what the
car is or isn’t doing and how to fix it. (Keep your favorite shop
manual close by.)
3. Ask and listen to the person(s) that know more than you do.

Happy 356 motoring.

FOG Annual Meeting Highlights
Sunday, February 20, 2022

The FOG Annual Meeting was opened by President Paul
Raben at 9:13 am.
Terry Cohen and Chip Stewart were introduced as new
Trustees for a 2 year term each.

If you employ all three techniques you should be ready for the
road.

GoF Chairman Pete Bartelli reported that the Gathering
essentially broke even financially with the help of major
sponsorships, including a Lake County grant of $2500.
Members were complimentary of the comprehensive,
enjoyable event.

I wanted to make sure the calipers were okay when I replaced
the brake pads. Starting with the front brakes I inspected the
pistons and seals and found that one of the pistons was frozen
on the passenger side. I got out my brand new piston spreader
and after some effort I heard a loud “pop”, the piston was freed
up but the brand new tool broke. Because of past experiences
on road trips I have learned to have duplicates of some tools –
a second piston spreader included. I finished the front brakes
and moved to the back ones. The fronts have a flexible brake
line which makes it easy to replace the pads, not so the rears.
The rears have metal brake lines and they will snap, especially
if they are a little rusty. One rear did not give me any trouble,
but the one on the other side did. I had another frozen caliper.
Once I encountered the frozen caliper I went on a do it yourself
forum by a caliper restoration service on what to do to free it up.
It eventually took the largest “C” clamp I own to get it to pop and
free itself. At the same time the brake line snapped and brake
fluid began to flow. I learned two lessons at this point which
were to have a vessel to catch brake fluid and not to wait to
start this type of repair three days before an event. Also, don’t
start on a weekend because you won’t be able to call Maurice
at Stoddard to have him overnight the metal brake lines for the
rear brakes in time! Because of the brake fluid loss I now had to
bleed all four brakes. I was prepared for that because I have a
power bleeder and it makes it a somewhat easy job.

Due to increased costs of the FOGlight (Approx $1000/issue),
it was moved, seconded and passed that annual dues would
be raised from $30 to $35 starting with dues collected for
2023 Starting in January. We may revisit the increase later this
year to confirm it is necessary. It was also moved, seconded
and passed that a committee be formed to explore FOGlight
alternative frequency of issue and other aspects. For the
remainder of 2022 issue frequency will remain bimonthly.
At the conclusion of the member meeting at 10:16 am the
Trustees met and elected/appointed the following personnel:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Events Chair
Insurance Chair
Membership
Webmaster
FOGlight Editor

Paul Raben
Terry Cohen
John Reker
Peggy Raben
Pete Bartelli
Mike Davis
Alan Winer
Janis Croft
Robin Hoffman

Submitted by John Reker, Secretary
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FOG Million Miles Club
Drive Those Cars Contest

by Dennis Brunotte

Our 356’s are beautiful cars and they are meant to be driven. In
2008, John Reker created a new activity to engage participation
of more FOG members to drive their 356s traveling from here
to there. He named it the “Drive Those Cars Contest”. In our first
year, the top 10 members drove a whooping 76,099 miles and
the total for all participants was 92,064 miles.
In 2013, John passed the “mileage” torch to me and I have been
tracking the miles driven over the past few years. At the 2019
GoF, I reported that the accumulated mileage for the past 10
years exceeded one million miles – 1,039,100. What a great
achievement for us as FOG members! The FOG Million Miles
Club began.

Get out there
and drive those cars!

In 2021, there were 26 contest participants and the total mileage
was 70,173.

The contest rules are simple:
1. Your 356 must have been manufactured by Porsche in Gmünd
or Zuffenhausen in 1965 or before.
2. Either a FOG or family member must be at the wheel for all
miles claimed.
3. For those lucky to have 2 family 356s at the same function,
add the miles from one of the two cars.
4. The honor system applies.
5. Report miles bimonthly.

Congratulations to our top 10 performers of 2021:
Jim Bruton, Winter Park, FL – 15, 813 miles
Sharon Cobb, St. Petersburg, FL – 9994 miles
Marc Pribanic, Neptune Beach, FL – 9692 miles
Paul Raben, Fort Lauderdale, FL – 5775 miles
Bill Cooper, St. Augustine, FL – 5575 miles
Glen Getchell, Seminole, FL – 4453 miles
Jerry Holderness, St. Petersburg, FL – 4004 miles
Volker (“Frosty”) Schneeman, University Park, FL – 3590 miles
Chip Reichhart, Vero Beach, FL – 2235 miles

If you currently are not participating in the contest, please
email me at dkbrunotte@gmail.com to join in our fun as a new
contributor and I’ll add you to our 2022 roster. You will receive
periodic emails from me to report your miles so I can update the
mileage list and publish the miles in the FOGlight.

The 2022 “Drive Those Cars Contest” began on December 19,
2021 and Bill Cooper has offered to assist me this year. As FOG
members, we need to drive many more miles to add to the
1,302,505 miles accumulated to date to reach 2 million miles
driven. It would be wonderful if every FOG member drove and
reported the miles they drive their 356 in 2022 and as every mile
counts. Please let me know!

Drive those cars!

John Reker accepting
Jim Bruton’s Top
Performer Award
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A Hobby for Two

Article and photos by Jamie Cielewich

As some of you know my husband-Scott and I love 1950s sports
cars. We currently have six in our small but mighty car collection.
We love and enjoy them all. But just like children when people
ask “Which one is your favorite?”, the answer is usually, “It
depends on the day.” But today, right now, our favorite cars are
our two Porsche 356s.

looked around to see who the lucky buyer was. It was then that
I “locked on” my husband who was looking straight at me with
a big beautiful smile on his face and said “Honey! You got your
car!!!” I was shocked! I squealed with joy! I cried! I didn’t have a
clue this was the day my dream would come true!! And I missed
the whole dang thing!! We still laugh about it today! But now I
have my own 356! Wow! What a day it was!!

A little back history. My goal to own a 50’s Porsche goes back to
the first time I saw the movie “Top Gun” with Tom Cruise and Kelly
McGillis. The scene where Ms. McGillis comes flying up over the
hill, swerves to a screeching stop in her cool black speedster sent
chills through me and my “need for speed” was born. Scott soon
saw I was not going to be deprived of this goal and together we
set out to find my “special” 356.
My 356 is a 1959 Convertible D. Scott’s is a 1955, Pre-A, Bent
window Coupe. At any given Saturday or Sunday morning you
can see us driving through Orlando or Winter Park with big
smiles on our faces and plenty of gas in the tanks. For those who
love to drive, there isn’t a better feeling than to shift through the
long throw, feel the rhythmic sensation of the engine accelerate
and hear the Porsche’s low mutter. For those of us who drive
these cars, trips always take a bit longer due to the conversations
at red lights, car venues, stops for gas, coffee or filling tires.
Honestly, that’s the best part of driving these fabulous cars - to
share history, remind people where the “super cars” originated
and mostly indoctrinate kids to early auto engineering. In my
book, these are the original “Super Cars”!

Who doesn’t love a rotisserie?

But now the real “fun” began. I said earlier, it needed work - only
to find out it needed “a lot” of work to the tune of 4 1/2 years
of work. To add to the “fun” a major hiccup occurred half way
through the “total” restoration (we didn’t see that coming). To
our relief, a dear friend, David L. George II (who recently passed
away) and his team, offered to pick up the car from the first
restorer (still on its rotisserie and all of its parts in plastic tubs)
and take it to it’s beautiful and complete restoration. To this
day we couldn’t be more thankful or appreciative of him. As in
many examples of life experiencing immense joy of something,
eventually outweighs the initial pain of getting it.

1959 Convertible D

I have a magnificent 356 that I will love and drive until my body
won’t let me.

One of the big questions any 356 owner gets is, “Where did you
find it?” We (or I should say Scott) found mine when it came up
for sale at a Scottsdale’s Gooding Auction six years ago. We were
in Scottsdale for the auctions and had looked at several 356s
that were featured in the catalog. I had not paid any attention
to this one due to the work it needed but unbeknownst to me,
Scott felt otherwise. We were seated at the auction with our
paddle. Scott was paying attention to the cars on the block and
I had my nose in the catalog looking for upcoming prospects.
Suddenly, I was startled by the loud smack of the auction
hammer slamming down to finalize a sale. I looked up just as
Charles (the Gooding Auctioneer) looked our way and with his
wonderful British accent said, “Sir! The car is yours!!” I quickly

A multi-Porsche discount

With Scott recently acquiring his 356, together we have
made this hobby one of our favorites to share and enjoy in
our retirement. We have met great people, we’ve driven and
explored fun roads and places, we’ve learned a lot about cars
and we love it together! It’s a match made in Heaven. “Thank you
Kelly McGillis” for initiating that spark and “Thank You, Scott!!” for
fueling the flame!
Let’s drive those cars!!!
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MA DAVIS and BE TAYLOR CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE
Enjoy & Protect Your Rides Policies written in all 50 states
Get the right insurance plan for your needs & peace-of-mind!

Contact Us at https://dtccins.com
Our services will not add to the cost of your insurance.
You will have an advocate to represent you if you ever
have a claim.
Let us help you select the perfect company and fit
for your needs.

We represent, in alphabetical order, multiple companies
to meet your specific needs.
• American Collector
• Heacock Classic Car Insurance
• American Modern
• J.C. Taylor
• Condon Skelly
• LeLand West
• Grundy
• SafeCo Insurance
• Hagerty
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15th Annual Gathering of the Faithful
Florida Owners Group members, both old and new, and from
as far away as California, recently gathered at the Mission Inn
Resort in Howey-in-the-Hills for our 15th Annual Gathering
of the Faithful (GoF). This three day event included Welcome
Parties, “cool” goodie bags, driving tours, concours tech session,
People’s Choice Concours, swap meet, a lavish banquet and
door prizes! Whew…

Article by Pete Bartelli
Photos by Robin Hoffman

menus and quantities. I listened to lots of suggestions, then of
course, I picked the food I like!
Webmaster Janis Croft managed the FOG web site for
registrations and worked closely with Registrars, Glen and Mary
Getchell, to kept track of over 100 attendees (and their money)
and the inevitable few cancellations. Meanwhile, I was contacting
potential sponsors, designing concours trophies, planning a
schedule, managing the hotel “Wait List” and thinking about the
usual goodie bag and it’s contents. Glen Getchell came up with
the insulated cooler idea and I ran with it. A “promo” company
in Connecticut was chosen, a cooler bag with club logo was
selected and 100 ordered and paid for early in December. They
arrived FIVE days before the event. Yeah, that close. Can you
even HAVE a GoF without a goodie bag??
Gotta have a goodie bag

Mission Inn Resort

Planning for this event started last August. Past FOG President
and veteran GoF organizer Alan Winer was extremely helpful
to me with contract negotiations and deciphering the rather
confusing hotel paperwork. Once the location issues of where
to hold the concours were resolved, we talked about my favorite
subject, the FOOD. I was told once (Alan), the GoF is ALL about
the food. Our conference manager, Tina, helped in planning
The GoF registration table opened for business at 4pm Thursday.
Within minutes, several dozen members had picked up their
credentials and goodie bags. Next came out the hors d’oeuvres
of shrimp, scallops with bacon, quesadillas, a cheese plater and
more. The evening was absolutely perfect, the conversations
engaging and friendships renewed. Most of us later went to
the restaurant a few steps away or to the hospitality suite for an
adult beverage. A picture perfect start to the GoF.

Tour Day
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The Faithful Gathering

Friday was Tour Day. Jan Reker revisited a tour she planned in
2018 which included travelling to Sugarloaf Mountain, a 312
foot “mountain” on the Lake Wales Ridge in Central Florida. It’s
the highest natural point in peninsular Florida. OK…so, it’s not
the Matterhorn, but it’s OURS. Gerry Curts planned and led Tour
#2 which took his 20+ car caravan south towards the Green
Swamp Wilderness Preserve….well, that was “The Plan” anyway.
Eventually, most of the tour(ists) arrived at J.B. Boondocks for
lunch….all except Mike and Debbie Owen with their recently
acquired 1957 Aquamarine Blue Metallic Speedster. A distress
call to Fernando Lopez, owner/operator of Buildwerks and our
favorite 356 mechanic, took him away from lunch and down the
road some 18 miles away to help the stranded Mike and Debbie.
An hour later, Nando got the car running by replacing a fuel
pump spring with one from his ball point pen! What?! I’ve heard
tales of fixes with bailing wire and chewing gum, but a ball point
pen? Yes, the Speedster made it all the way home to Orlando too
after winning top honors at Saturday’s concours.

helicopters appeared overhead bringing in a wedding party! We
all hustled to get our cars out of the inevitable blowing debris.
The afternoon had a swap meet planned in the parking lot but
Gerry and I were counting all the concours ballots, so I was a no
show. I heard there was plenty of swapping going on though.

People’s Choice Concours

Ball point pen spring
fuel pump roadside fix

Saturday evening was the banquet and awards presentation.
FOG President Paul Raben acknowledged the 2022 GoF team,
special attendees, our sponsors as well as contributions by
Webmaster Janis Croft, Membership Chair Alan Winer and “Drive
Those Cars” Dennis Brunotte. Trustee Bill Cooper presented the
driving awards donated by Dennis Brunotte who was unable
to attend. I was privileged to announce the concours winners
and Concours Chair Gerry Curts presented the trophies to the
25 winners. The winner by people’s choice of the Rich Williams
Memorial Best of Show trophy is the 1957 Speedster owned by
Mike and Debbie Owen. Congratulations to all the winners. The
$1000+ worth of door prizes were all gleefully accepted and the
evening concluded with a cheer.

National concours winner Gerry Curts held a concours tech
session on Friday afternoon following lunch. Gerry talked about
washing the car, claying the paint, waxing, cleaning windows
and tires.

The 2022 Gathering of the Faithful was a great event. The FOG…
always keeping the faith.

Saturday was the much anticipated People’s Choice Concours.
Forty nine beautiful 356s comprising 8 classes dotted the fairway
along with one very special Porsche powered car, a restored
1960 Devin D owned by 356 Registry Trustee Cliff Murray. Spoiler
alert, his car took first place in the Exhibition Class…of course, it
was the ONLY car in the class. However, apparently the morning
golfers didn’t get the notice of the show and wanted to “Tee Off”
next to our cars. Yeah, right.
Talk about possible golf ball sized dents…yipps. That was
resolved… eventually. About 30 members of the Suncoast
Region of the PCA on a Saturday driving tour visited us.
Everyone enjoyed their company and mutual passion for all
things Porsche. The day turned out to be pleasantly cool, clear
and wonderfully serene. Well, until about noon when seven
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2022 GoF People’s Choice Concours Awards
Congratulations to each of our winners in
our 2022 Florida Owner’s Group sponsored
Gathering of the Faithful Concours.
356/356A Open
First in Class: Dennis and Lori Frick
1956 Cabriolet (Black)
Second in Class: John and Harriet Lovejoy
1959 Convertible D (Silver)
Third in Class: Jamie and Scott Cielewich
1959 Convertible D (Jamie Blue)
356/356A Closed
First in Class: Karen Walker
1955 Continental Coupe (Black)
Second in Class: Kent Malone
1955 Continental Coupe (Turkish Red)
Third in Class: Robert Sturm
1957 Coupe (Red)
356B Open
First in Class: Alan Winer/Janis Croft
1960 Cabriolet (Black)
Second in Class: Duncan and Stacey Nielson
1960 Roadster (Light Ivory)
Third in Class: Arnie and Anita Fried
1962 Cabriolet (White)

356B Closed
First in Class: Sid Wilde
1962 Coupe (Smyrna Green)
Second in Class:
Matt Peckham and Linda McGovern
1963 Carrera 2000 GS (Champagne Yellow)
Third in Class: Jim and Jean Shartzer
1962 Coupe (Ruby Red)
356C Open
First in Class: John Osteen
1964 Cabriolet (Sky Blue)
Second in Class: Dennis and Lori Frick
1965 Cabriolet (Bali Blue)
Third in Class: John and Jan Reker
1965 Cabriolet (Champagne Yellow)
356C Closed
First in Class: James Stollenwerck
1964 Coupe (Signal Red)
Second in Class: Steven and Lynn Bamdas
1964 Coupe (Signal Red)
Third in Class: Joe Owen
1965 Coupe (Bali Blue)
Fourth in Class: Chip Steward
1964 Coupe (Orange)
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Speedster
First in Class: Tim and Shonne Baker
1958 Speedster (White)
Second in Class: Steve and Robin Hoffman
1958 Speedster (Silver)
Third in Class: Ross Silverbach and Iris Bolt
1955 Speedster (White)
Outlaw
First in Class: Jeff Hathorn
1959 Speedster D (Silver)
Second in Class: Nando Lopez
1957 Coupe (Aquamarine Blue Metallic)
Rich William’s Memorial Best of Show:
Mike and Debbie Owen
1957 Speedster (Aquamarine Blue Metallic)
Here’s the direct link to the Gathering of
the Faithful photos on our website:
https://356fog.smugmug.com/
Gatherings-of-the-Faithful-/2022-GOF

On the Edge at Targa 66

Article by Steve Hoffman
Photos by Revs Institute/David Santiago

Once a year, Brian Redman, a Porsche racing legend and
current resident of Florida holds an event at the Palm Beach
International Raceway (PBIR) known as Targa 66. It is a noncompetitive opportunity for individuals with classic race cars to
get some laps in and enjoy a first class experience at the track.
I have attended numerous of these events and each year I am
amazed at the variety of cars that show up at this event; the
majority of cars are Porsches.
This year was very typical of what you would expect to see at the
event, except for one special 1958 Carrera GT Speedster brought
over by the Revs Institute. A beautifully restored car lacking its
final livery. At first glance she looked like any other Speedster
you might see at a 356 event. But once she was out on the
track, everything changed. I have driven that track numerous
times and the turn coming up the front straightaway has a fairly
straight forward braking zone, a pitch to the left and back to
the right to get into the back section of the track. Sort of like an

Like he stole it!

extended rounded bus stop. I see this 356 come flying into the
corner quicker than most of the other cars on the track, the driver
nails the inside apex of the corner and as he accelerates out the
car is sliding almost sideways right up against the outside edge
of the track before whipping out of the section and on to the
rest of the track. Pretty aggressive for such a nice car, but I guess
if it is your car and you are comfortable throwing it around like
that, go for it. He was definitely driving it like he stole it! It was
incredible to watch.
After he came off the track, we were walking back through the
pits, I had to stop and talk to them about the car and the driver.
I met the crew and they gave me all the scoop on the car. They
had just completed the restoration and this was its checkout
test. A little different than my restoration checkout drives! They
were great guys and we exchanged cards. Who knows maybe
one day we can help Revs out with a future project.

1958 Carrera GT Speedster

All in all, it was a great day at the track.
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Best of Show at the 2022 GoF Mike and Debbie Owen’s 1957 Speedster
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